
Happy Easter!, continued
I just wanted to get that Godtube video up before continuing
writing.  I can’t believe it’s been three days since my last
post (not counting the first Easter post of course!).  Well,
yesterday was a busy day.  Friday was, well, Good Friday. 
Like  a  Good  Friday  should  be,  it  was  a  very  dreary  day
outside- snowing for most of the day.  After shoveling (for
the last time until next winter I hope!) I headed out to the
church.

The service that day was like a tour.  The first stop of this
“tour” was worship time.  They basically played a loop of
songs.  From the bulletin we were given, it looked like they
played the same five or six songs over and over for the five
hours (with periodic breaks of just instrumental music).  I
hope they switched off bands throughout the night- playing the
same songs for five hours straight would be kind of grueling.

Anyway, the songs would prepare our hearts for the next part
of the “tour”, which we could skip to at any time.  This part
had signs and card packets all around telling us why Christ
had to die.  There was even a projected image of this on the
wall.  There were many, many reasons along with Bible verses
supporting each reason.  I think I read maybe half of them as
I walked through.

Next  was  a  meditation  area  where  we  would  see  constant
changing  images  of  Christ’s  “trial”  and  execution.   This
actually wasn’t working for some reason when I arrived, but
they finally got the projectors going before I moved on.  Step
four of the our had us write our own sins and nail them to a
large wooden cross.  There was a long wait for this as there
were I think only two or three hammers.  We could also leave
the cards in a basket at the foot of the cross.

The final stage was communion.  We would go in the room, grab
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our own bread (small cracker) and wine (grape juice) and take
some time to reflect, pray, and take in the two elements all
on our own time.  All in all it was a very somber mood
throughout the evening, befitting of a day like Good Friday.

Saturday I was at the church after 1:30 (supposed to be at
1:30, but as usual I was late) for choir rehearsal.  The
worship music the day before had been somber, but the Easter
music we had been practicing was anything but.  Where Good
Friday was a time of reflection, Easter is a celebration!  We
actually did very well according to several people.  It was a
lot of singing- not just the four special songs we were doing
as a choir, but five worship songs as well.  It was near
constant singing from almost the time I got there on Saturday
until  after  5:30,  and  again  today.   The  well-wishers’
critiques must have been spot on as our time to be there this
morning was pushed from 7AM to 7:25, but it was still a bit
grueling with so much singing- two services plus the rehearsal
(similar to what felt like two rehearsals last night plus the
service).  I was actually supposed to sing at the end Saturday
night  (about  6:25ish)  but  I  felt  I  was  needed  in  the
children’s  ministry  as  there  was  only  one  leader  besides
another choir member and myself there, and the other choir
member went back down to sing the final song.  I was able to
sing this song the two Sunday services however.

So here we are, voice resting for now.  I really should
practice singing more often.  My voice held out this time, but
there have been times in the past where my endurance didn’t
last through all the services.  I remember particularly from
when there were four services at one time before the second
campus opened and many people went there instead.  That one
extra performance turned out to be a killer of my voice.  But
I don’t sing in the choir all for me.  It’s about giving back
to God.  He gave me this talent, so it’s only right to use it
to give some back to Him.

Once again, HAPPY RESURRECTION DAY!!!



It Is Finished
Well,  once  again  I  was  part  of  a  great  experience  which
started off a bit shaky but came off brilliantly. Sometimes I
think that is the basis for many wonderful productions. You
start off bumpy, have many highs and lows, but in the end
(even moments before showtime) it all comes out fine.

Sunday night was to be our final rehearsal for the Requiem
concert. However, the conductor was beside himself because
there was no organist. The woman who pretty well organized the
entire  event  was  in  the  hospital  and  not  expected  to  be
released for two weeks. In the end, rehearsal was scratched
with everyone hoping that our two hour rehearsal prior to
concert time would be enough to polish the piece. Not to
mention that the small orchestra accompanying the chorus would
not be added until this evening.

Yet, everything came together relatively smoothly. The entire
chorus was present (Lora must have signed herself out of the
hospital as she said she would… but she looked fine). The
soprano and baritone soloists were both splendid. The soprano
(who is a freshman in high school) sounded positively angelic.
No applause between each of the 6 sections of the piece (one
small child made a sound in a silent moment). A well deserved
standing ovation was received in the end.

Outside the performance space, several people commented that
they could pick my voice out several times. Hoping that this
was a good thing, I thanked each one. It is not usually a good
thing to be heard above everyone else in a chorus. On the
contrary, it is preferable for the voices to blend with each
other. But who am I to turn down a compliment? Someone must
appreciate my voice. Or have heard it enough to recognize it
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(good or bad? Guess it depends who is singing… me or the
visitor from Liswathistan).

Not just a sub…
Well, I suppose since this is my blog I can write about more
than just subbing.  There is the retro-gamer in me, and I
might say a few things here and there about it, but I think I
should really just start another blog about it once this gets
going.  There is also the church-goer in me.  I sing, do
drama, and teach 4th/5th grades there, so it is sort of on-
topic anyway, not that on-topic is a requirement for me… �

Tonight is the first night for Easter choir rehearsal.  Now,
my church is a very large church meaning I will be one of 100+
in the choir, or one of about 30 men.  I will find out tonight
whether or not I can actually do it- it all depends on whether
or not we would have to sing at the end of the service- they
do that from time to time.  If we do, then it would conflict
with the kid’s ministry.  I can always be a little late to the
class (I am one of several leaders actually as there are
around 40 kids in the class each service) especially since
they start with a game time, but it would be irresponsible of
me to not show up for the teaching and small group times. 
This is especially true on Easter, one of the two days of the
year when typically more people show up than the norm.  To you
who do: Jesus wants to see you in his house more! �

Beyond choir, I also do drama for the younger kids, but we
have next month off from that so there is no interference with
it.  Well, gotta go.  It’s nearing rehearsal time.
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